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Managing Digital Identity 

Nowadays, technology is a major part of our 
everyday lives. 
We are almost constantly in front of a 
screen, whether it’s a smartphone, a 
computer monitor, a laptop or a tablet, and 
it is important to keep in mind that the 
persona we project online will have an 
impact on our offline lives, as well. 

1. Netiquette 
Netiquette is the use of good manners in online communication such as 
social media, e-mails and chats. Facial expressions and body language are 
a huge part of face-to-face interaction. Most online communication takes 
this away, and because of this, messages can often be misinterpreted. By 
following netiquette, online communication becomes clearer. 

Basic rules of netiquette: 

 Do not say things online you would not say in 
person. 

 Do not produce racism and hate speech. 
 Respect people’s privacy.  
 Do not post things that you would not want 

your family members to see. 



 

 

 Don’t repost something without checking the 
facts first. 

 Do not bully people, and do not perpetuate 
cyberbullying . 

 Avoid using abbreviations and slang terms. 
 DO NOT “SHOUT”. Typing in all caps is 

considered rude. 
 Your tone should match the setting. 

How to be Netiquette conscious 

Ask yourself the following questions: 

 Who am I talking to? 
 What is the topic of discussion? 
 What is the setting? 

Tips: 

 Even if you disagree with, or feel offended 
by something, do not lose your temper. 

 If you feel the need to respond to the 
content that made you feel 
uncomfortable, use arguments relevant to 
the topic instead of attacking people 
personally. 

 When you see someone being bullied 
online, do not join in.  

 If you see something greatly offensive, 
report it. 

Remember 
the human. 
Respect the 

human. 

 

 

2. Digital Footprint 

A digital footprint is the trail of data we leave 
behind us as we browse the internet. All the 
activities we do online, for example the pages 
we visit, the things we like on social media 
and our online transactions, leave behind 
traces. People can track our digital footprint, 
and they can easily learn many things about 
us, such as our interests, our age, where we 
live, and even who are our friends and family. 

 

A passive digital footprint is information we 
unintentionally leave online when browsing, 
sometimes without even knowing.  

An active digital footprint is the traces we 
intentionally leave behind, when we make 
deliberate decisions on the internet. 

“What goes on the internet stays on the internet.” 

Once something is posted online, it is 
nearly impossible to delete. 
This means that a negative digital 
footprint can one day harm your 
reputation.  
It is possible to lose a job or university/
college position if your online presence 
paints you in a negative light. 



 

 

Managing your digital footprint 

 Search for yourself on various search 
engines and Social Media platforms. If you 
see here something you don’t like remove it, 
or ask the person who has posted it to 
remove your tag. 

 Make a list of all your social media accounts 
so far. Delete the ones you don’t use 
anymore. 

Firstly, “do a clean-up”. 

Secondly, take care how you behave online from now on. 

 Be respectful in all your online interactions. 
 Configure your social media privacy settings.  
 Be mindful of linking accounts. 
 Read the Terms and Conditions. 
 Remove any applications from your phone 

that you don’t use anymore.  

DON’T get into online arguments. 

DON’T keep photos or posts you 
are tagged in that are inappropri-
ate or make you look bad. 

DON’T make critical comments on 
others’ posts. 

DO post more about your 
achievements, hobbies and 
interests.   

DO express yourself, but do so 
respectfully and articulately.  

DO check for spelling and 
grammar mistakes before you 
post. 

 

 

3. Screen Time Management 

Internet addiction is characterized by the urge 
to spend a lot of time on the computer. A 
person suffering from internet addiction is 
preoccupied with getting on their computer (or 
other device), and if they cannot access the 
internet, they may experience anxiety and other 
negative feelings. 

Physical symptoms: 
Headaches, back ache, Carpal Tunnel 
Syndrome, blurry/strained vision, chang-
es in body weight (gain or loss) or sleep 
disturbances. 
Emotional symptoms: 
Depression, anxiety, loneliness, agita-
tion, mood swings, fear, and euphoria 
when using the computer. 

Symptoms of internet addiction 

Potential implications of excessive screen time 

 Personal relationships may suffer  

 Lower school performance 

 FOMO, or, Fear Of Missing Out  

 Cyberbullying  

 Insecurity  



 

 

How to manage your screen time 

 Count how many times you pick your phone up 

 When eating a meal, stay media-free. 

 Stay off TV and your phone in bed. 

 Try to socialize more in person or over the 
phone, rather than on social media. 

 Set a timer for your screen time. 

 Put your phone charger away from your bed.  

 Use screen time management applications. 

 Switch off notifications 

 Take up a creative hobby or sports. 

 Trick yourself into limiting use by moving app 
icons around. 

 

 


